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Outsourcing of
Indian
Productions to
Italy:
A Growing Trend

Over the last years, a growing
number of Indian film producers  -
from Mumbai as well as the
country’s major regional
industries - have identified Italy as
an important destination for
outsourcing their productions.
In fact, during the last decade
Italy has started to decentralise its
cinematographic industry, once
mostly based in Rome, with the
creation of a series of Regional
Film Commissions.  Such public
bodies have become proactive in
attracting national and

international productions by
incorporating film-friendly policies
in their respective regional
legislations.
International productions willing to
shoot in Italy can benefit of

 of facilitations:
at the national level

(only for feature films and tv
series);

 at the regional

level (also for commercials and
ads).
In a public survey of January
2014,

responded
that they had

and in a number of
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Bollywood star  has featured in two
productions shot in Italy:

(2009) directed by Sabir Khan and
produced by Sadjid Nadiadwala.

(2010) directed by Sajid Khanand produced
by C.V. Kumar.
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RANGBAAZ (2013, Surinder Films, Kolkata)
was shot in Milan and Como.

Productions that leave from
Mumbai, Calcutta, Hyderabad
or Chennai to reach the various
targeted Italian regionsconcentrate
on the period from the end of May
to the end of October to shoot.

Such outsourcing trend does not
only involve big budget
productions, but also medium and
small ones.

AJAB GAZAB LOVE (2012, Vashu
Baghnani’s Production, Mumbai)
was shot in Milan and Aosta Valley.

BAADSHAH (2012, Parameswara Art
Productions, Hyderabad) was shot in Milan
and Turin.



What we
can do
for you

 is a full round production house, with a proven track of successful projects.  This allows us to
fullfill any requirements

For each project and budget we can deliver a tailored package of services and support, including financial
advising and implementation of the tax incentives systems of Italy and Malta (for feature films and tv series), at

.

In 2010 we were among the first Italian companies to collaborate with Indian producers as we delivered the line
production of the Italy-based location shoot of the  commercial campaign, featuring
and directed by  of .
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Director Indrajit Nattoji (Blink Pictures) and cinematographer
Vincenzo Condorelli (AIC) lining up a shoot during the Italy’s
location shooting of Parle Milano commercial in May 2010.
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 the next hot thing
Sicily, the main island of the Mediterranean, hosts round 50% of the entire Italian artistic and
historical heritage.  And an extreme variety of natural landscapes, going from small fishermen’s islands
and secluded sandy beaches to the mount Etna - Europe’s highest vulcano.

The climate is warmer than continental Italy, as in November the average temperature in Palermo, its
capital, is around 25 C°.   From April to November, Sicily’s got the best conditions for location
shooting with very little risk of rain.

Sicily has traditionally been a major scenario of Italian and international productions since the early
days of cinema. : the
greatest international directors and stars have shot in Sicily.

Nowadays , after Rome and Turin.

.

In advertising, Sicily’s the regular location for  such as ,
and  and popular labels such as , Italy’s most sold beer in the world, and

.
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Villa Nicolaci, near Syracuse, south east of Sicily was the location of the
2015  campaign directed by Academy awards winner
director  ( ).

All the campaigns for

are shot in
the breathtaking
scenario of the Sicilian
island of Pantelleria,
the so called Black
Pearl of the
Mediterranean.
Giorgio Armani
himself owns a house
in Pantelleria where
he spends all his
summers.

Direct flights - every
day during the
summer - connect
Pantelleria to Sicily’s
main airports and the
main land.

Most natural sets and locations from great classic movies shot in Sicily, such as
 are used for evocative campaigns, such as the 2014 .  Factory Film can have priority

access to all the existing location of the Godfather’s Trilogy that are located in the Taormina District.
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Best deals with major Italian Cine Rental Services, such as Panalight,
Ciak Italia, REC.   State of the art DIT on set and workflow management.

Italy can offer the best state of the art in film and digital
image acquisition systems and for any special needs, such as
aerial cinematography and motion control.   We have vast
availability of non-union highly qualified camera, lighting
and grip crews,   Digital workflow management and visual
fx can also be fully implemented here at very convenient
rates.

Sicilian extras on the set of , a 2014
Factory Film production.

Your can choose from a
huge database or follow our
advice in order to maximise
your benefits at any
budget level.

A wide selectiion of HoDs: direct access
to the database of  AIC, the Italian Society
of Cinematographers, and ASC, the Guild
of Production Designers.

Best locations, accomodation
and catering

Factory Film is granted free access to most
natural and artistic locations and benefits
of special deals for a huge database of
castles, mansions, historical buildings.  We
also have access to up to 50% discount
on top resorts and hotel…and it will be
our pleasure to introduce you to the best
delicacies of Sicilian and Italian local food.

Best Casting Directors operating in Sicily
on major cinema and tv productions.

 Their credits include all the films that have been shot in
Sicily in the last 10 years and featured in promintent
international film festival, such as Venice and Cannes.
They can meet any casting requirement.
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For your staying we propose , one of Italy’s most
important touristic hubs.  You can choose among a range of top
class hotels, enjoying up to 50 % discount on accomodation.

The other option is the ancient Greek town of , with its
beautiful historical centre and breathtaking locations.

The city of lays at the foothills
of

offering a unique  backdrop of
fire and water. Catania is also famous
for the clubbing scene and its excellent
restaurants.

You will enjoy the
vibrant lifestyle of
Sicily’s East Coast,
also known as

,
where most ancient
Greek and Roman
myths were based.

t’s a strip of coast
long  round 120 km,
connecting Taormina,
Catania and Syracuse.
It attracts every
summer more than
900,000 turists from
all over the world.

is connected
to

(Turkish
Airlines).
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Art,
History &
Sea
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A glimpse
of Sicily
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Castles
& Mansions
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Mountains
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Minor
Islands of
Sicily
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Sicilian
Piazza
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Vincenzo Condorelli
vincenzocondorelliaic@gmail.com

+91 98 20 343 404


